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free irom re-volt , Sir Conyers Clifford with 2i£ companies of
root as not strong enough to reduce the rebels to obedience, for
his companies are ^veak and O'Donnell tyranmzeth over most of
the people at his pleasure In Munster two rebels followed by
a rabble of loose people stand out, and several murders of
English undertakers have been committed, but many of the
murderers are cut off Leinster by the late cutting off of
Feogh MacHugh will grow to better terms of settling and
conformity, thoagh many of his followers remain
y>ibjune    Nro plays
At the Rose this month there are two new plays of Frederick
and Bastha and The life and death of Martin Swart
2nd July    the <Wvr3 returns
Sir Walter Ralegh's pinnace the Wat is come back safe to the
Lizard The company report well of the climate of Guiana, for
though it standeth within the Tropic yet is it temperate enough,
insomuch that they lost not a man upon the coast, and one that
was sick before he came there was nothing sicker for being there
but is come home safe Of commodities there is great store ,
whereof they bring examples, as a kind of long hemp, fine
cotton wool wherewith the women make a fine thread that will
make excellent good fustians or stockings , great store of pitch,
sweet gums, West Indian pepper, balsamum, parrots and
monkeys On their return divers whales playing about the
pinnace, one of them crossed the stern and going under rubbed
her back against the keel, but they sustained no loss thereby.
sir anthony shirley's return
Sir Anthony Shirley, that left Plymouth at the end of May
1596 with five ships, is returned
Not long after starting, being off Cape Verde, the General
fell exceeding sick, and being hopeless of life and his company
all dismayed and comfortless, he called his captains, masters and
officers to him, and having his memory perfect made a very
pithy and brief speech to them He said that as they were
Christians and all baptized and bred up tinder one and the true
faith, so they should live together like Christians in the fear and
service of God , and as they were subjects of our most excellent
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